How to draw a fat frog

1. Draw two small circles a little apart. These will be main part of the frog’s eyes.

2. Add two more circles and color them in. Now the frog’s eyes are finished.

3. The frog needs a body. Make a slightly squished circle. Be careful not to draw your circle over the frog’s eyes.

4. Give your frog a little smile.

5. Some legs would be good. First the front legs. Draw four straight lines down from the inside of the body as shown. You’ll need to carefully erase the lines from the body between each set of two lines.

6. Now draw the toes with two “m”s at the bottom of both sets of lines.

7. Time for this frog to get some back legs for jumping. Make a sideways almost “u” shape on either side of the frog’s lower body.

8. Add some feet to finish this frog off. Two straight lines like before but angled as shown then add the “m”s again for the toes.

Remember to draw lightly at first so you can erase easily later.